What a feeling!

In Search Of. . .

Cal Bowl victory thrilled players and fans alike

With an 8-8 record, Coach Berry seeks his "real team"
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Parking problems
becoming tradition
By Dave Barry
Daily staff writer
As students arriving at SJSU have already disco% ered. the parking situation was
not the recipient ,4 a Christmas miracle.
Belitre the like -week break began.
campus parking was a problem. Today. ills
still a problem
"Nothing has changed... said Henry
Orbach. manager ol parking and traffic operations.
"Everything is still the same," he
said.
Orhach indicated that until the completion of the Recreation and Events Center
and the Engineering Building. SJSU students and employees may have to accept the
current situation.
Construction or those two buildings.
which began in October of 1986. eliminated
employee parking in two lots along San
Carlos Street.
In addition, employee p.irking on
Eighth and San Salvador strecis. and on
Sekenth Street behind the librais V. ere affiy

disrupted
As a result. the Seventh Street garage
stalls vs sic repainted to hold more employee
and disabled parking.
Still. employees have joined the longsuffering students in rising early to find a
spot.
"I ffiund that I couldn’t arrive at tt
a.m. and expect to IInd a spot on the bottom
floor," said Victoria Harper, who works in
the teacher education program. "I ended up
on the top
For this reason. Orhach has advice tor
all commuters to SJSU
"II you arrive helore K a.m.. .WU
won’t hake any problem finding a spot "
or those students vs ho hake later
But
classes of who do not want to rise earl% to
compete or a spot. Orhach points om that
there are other options.
"They can ear pool, use county transit.
walk. bicycle. or use Cal Train." Orhach
said.
To stimulate use ol busing. SJSI. is or
tering special flash passes tor Sam., Clara
off Ow 5
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Fullerton, state official
mull Spartan City fate
By Victor Manuel Inzunza
Daily staff writer
After a meeting with President Gail Fullerton. an aide to Assemblyman John Vasconcellos. D-San Jose. said she felt yery optimistic
about finding an eventual solution to the closure of Spartan City
Marihel Al% are,. field representative for
Vasconcellos. said she spoke with Fullerton
last week on yy
to work out the problem of
famil -student housing once Spartan City is
closed.
The 41 -year-old complex is scheduled to
he closed August 1988, said Dan Buerger. exectit 55’ assistant to the president.
Als are/ said she also sPl’ke "oh J.
Handel I vans. ekecutive vice president. and
Robert Stow. dean of student serk ices .
Es
w is tinily a ilable for comment.
-President Fullerton Is very open to the
concept oi hum ly housing . . one is the coinmitment to I tantib housing) as a concept, another is realistic .ictaln to he taken." Alvarez
s id.

c.i.iblish a task lorce to complete a survey of
the entire South Campus. Buerger said.
The administration will wait until the task
lOrce is formed and its findings are considered
before any decision is made about future use of
the Spartan City building site. he said.

icc

’They
(residents) were offered a
maximum of five years of
housing as long as they
remained students when
they moved in.’
Leo Johnson
Spartan (7ity residents spokesman

Although she is confident a solution can
he reached, there are fiscal and physical limitations that haye to he dealt wr Oh. Alvarez said
All plans for the closure of Spartan City
are still on track, hut the president is planning

"The task force will he representative of
all segments ol the campus community and will
include everyone who wants to he involved in
the decision as to vs hat is to he done with the
area." Buerger said
Spartan Cuk was ordered closed by Fullerton in Ocitber Ater lire reports by state lire
officials and Unoersio Police Department
Chief Lew Schatz. Buerger said
The closure angered residents V4110 felt an
"implied promise- by the university to provide them sk ith Its years ot housing had been
broken. said Leo Johnson, new lk elcLicd presi
dent of the Spartan Citk
As,ic lotion
"tResidents) NCR’ tiered a masimum or
five years ol housing as long as they remained
students when they moved in." he said.
cm:fumed on page .5

Line up

Program Adjustment Day supplied the ’usual long lines as students
waited in front of the men’s gymnasium to add and drop classes Thurs.
day. At some times in the day, lines stretched in each direction as far as

San Carlos and Seventh Streets. Other times, though, lines were short
and fast-moving. I.inda Harris, assistant director of Admissions and
Records, estimated 6,000 students participated. High technology prom.

Court date set in student
newspapers’ freedom fight
By Stephanie M. Nichols
Daily staff writer
A federal lawsuit filed against the
California State University system on
behalf of the San Diego Stale University campus newspaper charging First
Amendment rights violations has been
given a new hearing (latent March 9,
R. Andrew Rathhone, editor of
the Daily Aztec. was given a one -day
suspension with pay by Thomas B.
Day, the university’s president, in November for publishing unsigned editorial endorsements of political candidates.
Rathbone ran a disclaimer on the
editorial page of the newspaper relieving the university of all liability for the
views expressed. butts accused ot

4’0

Dear readers,

The Spartan Daily
" staff welcomes you back
0 with this, the premiere
4r. issue of the spring
semester.
After a one-day
hiatus tomorrow, we will
"F begin our regular
0 production schedule.

V.
11

Scott G. Hamilton
Editor

luting (’SC policy banning political
endorsement by campus newspapers,
The CSU Board of Trustees and
the chancellor’s office of the CSU systern maintain such endorsements violate Title V of the California State Administrative Code.
According to administrators of
the chancellor’s oflice. all endorsements must carry a personal signature.
Otherwise
the
endorsements
might he interpreted as representing
the position ill the CSU or of the individual university’s administration,
The state attorney general’s office
had 30 days to respond to the suit filed
on Dec. IN. hut instead asked for a
continuance.

Beth Faber. the attorney handling
the university’s case, said she was not
prepared to comment at this time.
Rathbone. who will be graduating
in December 1987, said, "I feel pretty
confident we’re going to win."
John Allcock. Rathhone’s attorney. said he has asked for a preliminary injunction ordering that Rath bone’s suspension be vacated and
barring the board of trustees from en forcing the administrative code as it
has in the past.
Rathbone’s suit parallels a suit
that was filed in 1984 against the CSU
system by Andy Truitt, the former editor of the Lumberjack. Humboldt Stale
University campus newspaper.
continuer/on page 5

No proof
no shots,
no grades
By- Paige Barge!
Daily staff writer
Students nia) find their
grades N ithheld this spring if
they has en ’t shov, it proof of
measles immunization by midsemester, an admissions office
official said Wednesday .
Ed Chambers. director of
admissions and records, said
1.064 students still need proof of
immunization.
The notices were in response to a September mandate
receikeit by the California State
tlntsersiiy Chancellor’s office,
continued on page .5

Financial aid applications delayed
By Judith Faught
Daily staff writer
Financial
aid
applications.
usually available in mid-December.
arrived last week -- almost a month
late. said John Bradbury, associate director of financial aid at SJSU.
The aid forms were late because
the financial aid processors were waiting for Congress to redefine the status
of independent stedents for the student
aid applications. Bradbury said.
The delay should not create problems ffir students seeking financial aid.
hut the new definition of independent
student might create problems for
some students. Bradbury said.
In past years. federal and state

’It’s going to be
a tough year for a lot
of students who have
previously relied on
financial aid.’
John Bradbury,
associate director of financial aid
governments have had the identical requirements for determining dependent
and independent statuses of students
seeking aid. he said.
Federal government regulations

defined an independent student as one
who has not lived at home for more
than 12 weeks within a two year period. Bradbury said.
According to regulations, independent students can not have received
more than $750 support from parents
within that time, nor have been
claimed as an exemption on parents’
federal income as return, Bradbury
said.
The state used the same requirements as the the federal government
except the state wanted no parental assistance during the past lour years. he
said..
The federal government now has
continued on page 3

Eduardo Ledesma
,
mographer
ises to do away with Program Adjustment Day. by 1988. President Gail
Fullerton has approved a new computerited, over-the -phone registration system that will allow students to instantly register for classes.

Legal problems
prevent opening
of credit union
By Deborah G. Guadan
Daily staff writer
Today’s opening of the student
credit union has been delayed indefinitely because of possible legal problems.
University officials are concerned
they will he held liable for any failures
associated with the Washington
Square Federal Credit Union. said
Tom Boothe, Associated Students
president.
Students may make the false ,sumption the university will supers isc
the activities of the credit union.
Boothe said.
Last semester a disagreement
over the incorporation of the A.S.
name into the credit union’s delayed
the opening and caused a break down
in cooperation between A.S. hoard
members and credit union members.
Until this additional risk was
mentioned by university officials, successful negotiations between the A.S.
hoard of directors and the credit
union’s hoard of directors allowed the
incorporation of thc A.S. name into
the credit union’s official name.
Boothe said.
To formalize the agreement, a
document co-written by both organizations needs lobe presented to the A.S.
hoard to explain how the space in the
A.S. business office will he shared,

Michael Mci.ennan
. Credit Union Chairman
Boothe said.
The joint efforts of the union and
A.S. members are going to provide a
"mutual benefit for both organizations, which is to reach the students of
SJSU.’’ Boothe said.
"We have no problem letting
people know that we are working together." said Michael McLennan.
chairman of the credit union’s board.
Last fall Edward Llamas, then
credit union vice president, said the incorporation of the A.S. name could
ruin the credit union’s automony.
But McLennan disagrees, "The
continued on page 5
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Credit union will benefit university
oNcRATt I ATIoNs ARE in order for the Associated Students and Washington Square Federal
Credit t Minn boards of directors for working to
gether to save a valuable student service.
Al the close of last semester the two sides weir: cin
broiled in a feud over a name. During the ,A WWI ble.11
the A. S. and credit union representitiy es ino their dit ter
ences aside and worked out a ylimpromise hi make the
union a reality.

Although there are a few administrative snags that
will delay opening indefinitly, it appears the credit union
will open this semester in the A.S. Business office.
The credit union, operated by business students for
class credit, will strengthen the Department of Economics and Finance.
SJSU students. faculty ,ind employees will he able
to hank on the premises. vi loch will pros ide for a more
complete ciimplISC0111111111111%

Off-campus advertising fliers unfair
pRIVA*1 I

. OFF CAMPUS businesses should not
he allowed to adYertise in the scheduling area during Program Adjustment I iay
Program Adjustment Day is a
iii pus function
which should not be turned out, a toi uniI ii advertisers.
A local copying company snuck stack, of advenising
fliers by three ROTC security checkpoints to get them
into the scheduling area.
This is the new A.S. print shop’s I list semcstei of
operation and it shouldn’t have unlau competition tioced

on it by zealous 011 -campus businesses
Program Adiustment Day organizers said they were
unaware of the ad% enisments being brought into the
scheduling area.
Security for Program Adjustment Day should be
more stringent to avoid having off-campus companies
take advantage of the situation.
Besides, the ill campus copy company was advertising a 3 -cents -per -copy sale while the A.S. print shop
is having a 2 -cents -per -copy sale through mid-Febuary

Racism rampant, even in the North
Post Martin Luther King Jr ’t
111 111,11I
\1.IN
remain, distant from the racial utopia that King so el.
quently espoused in tile. It has been more than 20 year,
since King first ignited the co 1 rights ’moment King
words and actions crystalized the inovement, and he has re
mained the preeminent symbol ol the siniggle. Last week
the nation took time out to celebrate his birthday .
faded into the complacency of the me -generation 70s. and
has gently settled into the current yuppie decade. For many
of my generation Medgar Evers, Selma. the Birmingham
bombings, and Bull Connor are
merely words, devoid of meaning:
and, as estranged as the Voting
Rights Acts. the War on Poverty.
let, and Dien Bien Phu. Yet we’ve conic far enough along
so that we can proclaim King’s birthday a federal holiday. It
was a battle by King’s widow, Coretta Scott King and other
black leaders. for Martin Luther King Day to become a reality. The Reagan administration gave the idea the cold shoulder early on hut has evidently warmed up to the idea now.
But even the hardest fought victories are always bittersweet.
In the midst of the celebrations, rallies and speeches
Arizona Governor Evan Meecham refused to allow the official state observance of the day. Meecham’s reasons are a
jumbled mess of legal maneuvering in which he claims former Governer Bruce Babbitt did not have the authority to
proclaim the holiday. Yet initial reports claimed Meeeham
said King did not deserve a holiday for he was not of the
stature of a Washington or Jefferson.
The governor’s action was a direct slap in the lace to
those who had worked hard to make the day a reality, and to
all Americans who admire Martin Luther King Jr. Also. it
was a cruel reminder to black leaders that much
power continues to he manifest outside their sphere ol influence.
But Meecham’s action, were only a sidelight to the racial main event of that day, which would spark vivid memories of the civil rights oho einem In Forsythe County,
Georgia a gang of Ku Klux Klansmen pelted a group of
marchers with rocks. The poignmey t the images related
from Georgia brought again to thu 11.111t111.11 forefront how

Viewpoint

Victor
Manuel
lnzunza
!Midi N ork

remains to he done
It is important though not to lose sight of the progress
made. After all, the mayors of Birmingham. Alabama and
Atlanta. Georgia are black. And taken as a whole the South
has made substantial progress in racial integration. Indeed it
is in the industrial "liberal establishment" North that acts
of racism have been most graphically illustrated in recent
years.
Only last month a group of young toughs in the white
ethnic community of North Beach in New York attacked
three black men with baseball hats leading to the death of
one of the victims. The incident caused a furor and made
frompage news. It led New York mayor Ed Koch to call
North Beach the Selma of the North, and call for a new
Kerner Commission of race relations.
The mayor’s indignation is well taken, but his piety is
undeserved for the Northeast has high racial tense. Boston
remains one ot the most segregated city% in the country with
blacks living in Roxbury and whites in Charleston. Philadelphia and Chicago are not much better. The mayor’s piety.
should he replaced with a heightened reality of the situation the North could take a few lessens in racial integration
rout its country cousin
Neser let it lx said that racism is exclusive to one area
of the country . tor its insidiousness pervades throughout.
That. pin simply . is the problem. America has always been
a racist nation vi oh racial unrest always hovering just below
the surface. But the question is still open whether we shall
he able to moye forward to that nether region where racial
equality is not merely idealistic rhetoric, hut reality
In the end, one can only hope and dream.

UNIVERSE... A
THE
VAST SEA OF DARKNESS
LITTERED WITH

ISLANDS

OF LIGHT

eutt."74324o,
... AND TI-IE CHILDREN WERE NEVER HEARD FROM

Ragged Right

The Forum Page
The forum page offers an opportunit
to express views on important issues.
The Spartan Daily encourages readers
to write letters. All letters must bear the
writer’s name, major, phone number and
class level. Phone numbers and anonymous
letters will not lw printed.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on the
second floor of Dm ight Bente! Ball, or at the
information center in the Student Union.
The Spartan Daily reserves the right to
edit letters for libel and length.
Editorials are the opinions of the Spartan Daily Editorial Board.
Weekly columns anti columns appearing on a rotating basis are written by
Daily editors and reflect their individual
opinions.
Pieces labeled VIEWPOINT are written
by Daily staff writers and are also opinions
of the individual.
The forum page will periodically feature op’
written by active members
the university community, and will appear
under the heading COMMUNITY PERSPECTIl

or

Letters to the Editor
Spend more money at home
Dear Editor,
Is there anywhere in the U.S I onwthmon provision
giving the president of the congress authority to give the
money of the American people to foreign nations’? For
years, our government has been giving billions to the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank and a large number of nations. Now we read that funds for America’s jobless. homeless. elderly and ill will he cut several billions
while foreign aid will be increased by fifiteen billion.
It strikes me that this son of extravagance is criminal in
nature and that officials guilty of doing it should he considered criminals. Certainly with America, the richest place on
earth so far, so far as resources are concerned, there is no
excuse for falling 16. ing standards. We need officials who
are for America first
0.L. Brenneman
Sacramento

Stop chiropractic ’quackery’

IMMEASURABLE IN SCOPE,
FAR BEYOND 11-1E MEAGER
COMPREHENSION OF MAN
LET US FOCUS ON A TINY r BUT WAIT; SOMEWHERE
mysTERiouS FORCES ARE AT
PLANET CALLED EARTH. AT ’ ,,,joRK
A GLANCE, ALL THINGS SEEM
SOMETHING IS
NORMAL.
ABOUT TO HAPPEN!!!
-

WAKE UP!
IT’. school.?
0

SAvviPAia.

Dear Editor,
I recently picked up a brochure on the "Pre -Chiropractic Institute" from San Jose State’s continuing education office. Apparently, this is/was a series of course designed by
the SJSU School of Science through "special cooperation"
wiht the Palmer College of Chiropractic/West to prepare
students for Chiroproatic studies.
I’m appalled. By offering this set of science courses,
the school has lent credibility to perhaps the most successful
medical fraud of the twentieth century. I can just see the
next Palmer Brochure: "Before receiving advanced training
in chiropractic medicine, our graduates recieved a thorough
grounding in physical science at the prestigious California
State University at San Jose.
As an SJSU student and a taxpayer, I object to this program. Scientists, in the School of Science, should he better
prepared than most people to judge the validity of the chiropractic paradigm. The Palmer College apparently is the orthodox school of chimpractielt still teaches that sublaxations (misalignments of the vertebrae) are the principal
cause of the disease. I ask you: Is this a reasonable theory of
disease? You should no more be associated with chiropractors than you should train astrologers. Chiropractors are had
news. The best accessible discussion of chiropractic may he
the book "Health Quackery." in which the wnters conclude that "Overall, chiropractic is a significant hazard to
many patients."
I urge you to get your School of Science out of the
business of training chiropractors. If you want to helpprepare health professionals. I propose you put together a similar program for studetns who wish to study physical therapy
in cooperation with SJSU’s own Department of Human Performance.
If the School of Science continues its association with
chiropractors, I’m afraid it may be the laughing stock of the
scientific world.
Vest) Brown
Graduate
Business

Frank
Michael
Russell

You say goodbye . . .

Nevi’s

Item: Long lines at Program Adjustment Day may he a thing of the past by 1910{.
President Gail Fullerton has approved a
new over-the-phone computerized registration system that will completely change the way students
sign up for classes.
so it was reported fall semester. But already
Orthere’s a tinge of nostalgia he the three-block
mess from Fourth to Seventh streets -that’s Program Adjustment Day.
Some seniors who’ve bided their time and are
now before juniors, sophomores and freshmen for the
courses they need to graduate - - look fondly on arena
registration.
Computers, on the other hand, are intimidating
even here at Silicon Valley’s largest university.
"I’d like to meet with people - - not a computer," said Scott Cachopo, a communication studies
major. "I’d be afraid something was going to screw
up."
Accounting senior Donna Yee agreed.
"I don’t think that’s very practical." N’ee said.
"We’re talking 30.000 people.’’
The
tem Admissions and Records is ,
,. ae 32 phonc lines. Students would
touch-tone phone to call the computer; they’d he
greeted by a synthesized voice not a real person
like phone registration systems used at some local
community colleges.
The new registration system would also replace
computer-assisted registration. Students would know
immediately whether a class they wanted was open or
closed; if necessary, they could choose replacement
classes on the spot.
But Program Adjustment Day by now only has a
few bugs - most notably the near-fascist security
measures taken to keep out cheaters who want to register before their time.
Other than that. Thursday’s registration wasn’t
that had. At least in the morning, lines were short and
moved quickly.
Linda Harris, assistant director of Admissions
and Records. coordinates Program Adjustment Day
and agreed it was going smoothly Thursday.
"Spring is always lighter than fall," Harris said,
estimating 6.(X10 students participated, compared to
d.000 or 9.000 in a typical fall semester.
Of those, a number of students - - Harris said she
didn’t know an exact figure hut it was less than a hundred - - try to sneak in before they’re supposed to.
"That less than a hundred can be a real problem." Harris said. "Most of them want to argue."
Dave Amhuehl, a senior majoring in civil engineering, and Vaughn Verdi, an international business
senior, were stationed at the last of five security
checkpoints. "We’re the last resort," Ambuehl said.
Even so, between 30 and 40 desperate line crashers had already gotten through by midday, he said.
"They get frustrated." Amhuehl said. "They
start telling you their dogs ate this or their kids are
going to die."
The worst offenders are graduate students and
surprisingly faculty members, who are supposed to
enter from the front instead of the side, he said.
Vaughn seemed to he getting into his work. "It
gives us low -life students a feeling of power.’’ he
said.
Most of the students providing security,
though. aren’t laid -hack civilians like Amhuehl and Vaughn. but ROTC cadets a little
too :111511111% to play police state.
Harris said the cadets were worth their weight in
gold, experienced in line control from their military
training. "They’re used to telling each other what to
do."
She’s right, but the boys in green could bee little
less overzealous and treat the rest of us with some reinstead of like little children.
spect
Frank Michael Rumen is the news editor and
despite objections from the rest of the staff rejected
’Let’s Be Frank" as the name of his column.
Ragged Right appears every Monday.
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Dateline
Iranian arms

Policy crisis developed slowly

Currents ,
Financial aid forms late
due to status revisions
ontmuctijrutn ragi’

First o Iwo pans.
WASHINGTON (AP)
The Iran -Contra arms
deal, the most serious foreign policy crisis of the Reagan
presidency, evolved through it series ol complicated
events, contacts and maneuvers stretching hack more
than three years.
Here is a chronology of the events. as described by
congressional investigators, administration statements
and news accounts.
October 1983
The administration launches
’Operation Staunch. an e Hon to limit the flow of arms
to Iran from third countries alter the National Security
Council concludes it would not he in the U.S. interest for
Iraq to lose the long -running war between the two Persian Gull flit11011k.
Earl, 1984
Marine It. Col. Oliver North. an
aide to the National Security Council, reportedly develops a plan to use private Americans and third countries.
including Israel. to funnel funds to the Contras in the
face of mounting congap.
Early 1985
Ghorbandar. who has become the
National Security Council’s Ilitist important Iranian contact despite CIA misgivings about his credibility, meets
in London with Saudi Arahian arms dealer Adnan Khashoggi. Jaacew. Ninirodi, an Israeli arms dealer and former Israeli military attache in Tehran: and Al Schv, lin
mer. president of an Israeli arms manufacturing concern.
They discuss plans to sell weapons to Iran and how to
link such sales to return of American hostages.
Feb. 14, 1985
Levin es, ;tpes troin his captors
and is turned over to U.S. authorities by ‘ism’
March 16. 1985
Terry Anderson. net Aliddle
East correspondent for The Associated Press. is kidnapped in Beinit.
April 1985
An intelligence report I ink that Israel has an interest in promoting arms sides to Iran that is
at odds vs ith I S goals in the region It 1totes that the
Israeli governitic-ri It Itilles facilitates 1,1.i, :lie arms deals
even when the oil tem! government position is to oppose
the sales.
May 28. 1985
David Jacobsen, administrator of
American University liospital in Beirut. is kidnapped
June 1985
Congress approves $27 million in
non-lethal "humanitarian" aid to the Contras through
March 31,1986.
June 1985 - - The CIA reportedly circulates a document to top officials urging an easing of the U.S. arms
embargo against Iran to foster better relations.
June 9, 1985 - - Thomas Sutherland, acting dean of
et-sit> of Beirut. is kidagriculture at the American
napped.
July 1985 --- David Kimehe, director general ol the
Israeli Foreign Ministry. tells Reagan’s national security
adviser. Robert McFarlane. that there are moderate elements within Iran interested in improving relations W. ith
the United States and who are willing to help win release
of the hostages in return for arms sales. McFarlane takes
the message to Reagan, who at the sante time is making
frequent string public statements condemning Iran

terrorist nation and vowing never to deal with terrorists
The tint planeload 01 U.S.September 1985
made weapons is sent from Israel to Tehran via Lisbon.
Portugal. McFarlane says Reagan gave oral approval
prior to the shipment and agreed to sell replacement
weapons to Israel.
Sept. 14. 1985 - American hostage Rev. Benjamin Weir, is released, hut word of his freedom is withheld for four days in hopes other hostages will also be
released.
The terrorist group Islamic Jihad
Oct. 3, 1985
says it killed Buckley on March 16.1984.
November 1985 - Israel sends a second shipment
of arms to Tehran via Lisbon. But the shipment is held
up in Lisbon. and North calls on the CIA to provide an
airplane to complete the trip. The shipment includes
TOW anti-tank missiles and Hawk missiles which are
later returned alter the Iranians complain that they are
obsolete.
During the winter months, pressure on the White
House from the families of hostages and from the public
continues to mount.
Dec. 4, 1985
McFarlane resigns as national security adviser after advising Reagan that Iran is not yet
ripe I or a diplomatic opening and that the arms shipments should he suspended Ile leaves the government
believing that the arms deal is over, and Vice Adm. John
M P it nde s ter succeeds him as Reagan’, id % iser
The Inited States is drawn hack
January 1986
into the arms deal after Anti ram Nir, counterterrorism
ad\ iser to Israeli Prime Minister Shimon Peres, persuades of
that it can still produce progress toward
hostage release. But Israeli middlemen who have been
involved are now excluded from the dealings
Jan. 17, 1986
Reagan signs a secret intelligence
"finding" authorizing CIA participation 111 the sales and
ordering that the process he kept secret from Congress.
Poindexter asks the CIA to prepare intelligence data to
give to Iran as further proof of "good faith."
February 1986
The first direct shipment of arms
from Pentagon stocks is sent to Iran. The shipment includes 500 TOW missiles, carried aboard two Southern
Air Transport planes that leave from Kelly Air Force
Base in Texas and go via Tel Aviv.
Feb. 25, 1986
Reagan formally asks Congress to
resume military aid to the Contras by pros Ming $100
million through Sept. 30,1987.
April 1986 - North writes a memo outlining plans
for using $12 million in profits from the Iran arms sales
to help the Contras. A memo by George (’ave. a retired
CIA agent who worked on the anns sales. says (’thorbanifar suggested using the profits to help the Contras and
the mujaheddin rebels in Afghanistan.
April 17, 1986 - - Kilburn is found murdered along
with two British citizens.
May 25, 1986
North asks Texas millionaire D.
Ross Pena to deposit $2 million in a Swiss hank account
to buy the release of American hostages in Lebanon.
let.1 says he agreed hut the deal fell through for reasons
1,1 not learn

Spartaguide
The Associated Student, leisure
Services will begin sign ups hr recreation classes and programs Irom 8
a.m. to 4 p.m. today in the A.S. Business Office on the main floor of the
Student Union. Call Brian Burke at
277-2858 for information.

The Associated Students Leisure
Services will begin sign ups liar intramural sports from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
today in the A.S. Business Office on
the main floor of the Student Union.
Call Jeff Games at 277-2858 for information.

Hillel Jewish Student Association
will hold its "Welcome Back" Tuesday Lunch and Learn at noon tumor-

more requirements to determine dependent and independent statuses of
students, he said
One of the niost significant
changes is the requirement for independent students to have at least $4000
in income and benefits during each of
the prey ious two years. according to
new state regulations.
According to the guidelines, the
only exceptions are indiv iduals born
before January I. 1964: veterans of the
U.S. Armed Force: orphans or wards
of the court: graduate students not
claimed on their parents’ tax returns:
or students w ith legal dependents.
"The federal government has
long held the belief that too many mu -

Rare bird
takes turn
for worst
OLEMA. (’alif. (AP)
Eager
bird watchers have flocked to Mann
County in hopes ol seeing a rare brown
shrike that is spending its winter v ;teation in some local berry hushes
"This is certainly one ol the rarest birds that w Ill turn up this year in
North America outside ill the Aleutian
Islands." said Dan Murphy . a member
of the Golden Gate Chapter of the Audubon Society
The tiny bird’s natural habitat is
bushy.. wooded areas along trails in
northeast Asia. It usually !nig rates during the fall and v, inter seasons to
southern China or Indochina
The hrov,n shrike had been seen
four times on islands ol I western
Alaska and once, in September 19s4.
on the Farallon Islands. 30 miles west
of San Francisco
The bird now is apparently living
near Paper At
(’reek in Mann
County.
Stephen Bailey . head of the hods
and mammals collections at the Call
fornia Academy ol Sciences at Golden
Gate Park. sus -vets the bird accidentally lollowed a path oft Alaska and
then doss it Mc eastern part of the Pacific Ocean instead of the west.
He said the bird could haw been
thrown off cour,e by a storm or by a
malfunction in its natural built-in tracking system.

dents were becoming independent tor
monetary purposes... said Bradbury
Bradbury said financial aid has
been given to dependent students hut
now. 55 percent 01 SJSI* students receiving aid are classified as independent.
Many of these students will not
qualify for any type ot financial aid
once their parents’ incomes and assets
are exanuned by financial aid processors, Bradbury said.
"It’s going to he a tough year for
a lot of students who have previously
relied on financial aid." Bradbury
said.
Even though it appears that it will
be much more difficult to qualify ha

financial aid this year. Bradbury encourages students to file a Student Aid
Application tor California.
The SAAC allovis students 10 be
considered tor state aid (Cal Grants).
federal aid I the Pell Grant), and for
campus -based aid such as the Work
Study Program and Supplemental Education Opportunity Grants.
The priority filing date for the
SAAC is March I and the tiling fee is
$7. Bradbury said
Student Aid Applications are
av tillable in the financial aid office located on the second floor id Wahlguist
Librars South

DISCOVER THE GREEK
LIFESTYLE

Sign up in front of the Student Union
Mon -Jan 26th
For House Tours
Tues-Jan 27th
Wed-Jan 28th
11:00am-3:00pm

Jan 28th
Jan 29th
5:00pm-9:00pm

RUSH87"

row in the Campus Ministry Building
Lunch is 52 Call Sandra Silver at 2948311 for inlormation.

The Community Committee for
International Students is hull Tic its
first
"Consersation- I n-Fitelish
Groups" meeting Irom I:30 to t To
p.m. tomorrow in the Administration
Building, Room 222. Group Room I
Call Muriel Andrews at 277-369(1 for
information.

The
Maranatha
Christian
Fellow ship is hosting a special conference speaker, Joe Smith, at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday in the Student Union Guadalupe Room. Call Kevin Smith at 9781409 for information.

Then get 111 011 the ground floor in our Platoon Leaders Class program
for college freshmen, sophomores and juniors. You could start
planning on a career like the men in this ad have. And also have some
great advantages like:
Earning 8100 a month during the school year
As a freshman or sophomore. you
could complete your basic training
during two six -week summer
sessions and earn more than 51200
during each session
Juniors earn more than $2100 during one ten-week summer session

Seniors and graduates C.111 COMMiSSI1 tIll11 through the Officer
Candidate Class Program
Ibu can take free civilian flying lessons
You’re commissioned upon graduation
If you’re looking to move up quickly, look into the Marine Corps’
commissioning programs. You could
siari off making
more than $18.000
ayear

Heir looking r a kw good men.
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SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - - Employer groups are asking the state Industrial Welfare Commission to relax
overtime rules to make workdays and
viorkweeks more flexible.
But unions say the proposals
would gut the principle of the eight hour workday that has been the basis
ol the work system since the 1930s.
The five -member commission
v, on’t make a decision for about a year
and will hold public hearings throughout the state this year on the proposals
The proposals are aimed at reduc
mg the amount of overtime that employers are required to pay by abolishing the eight -hour day standard. Under
California law. wage-earners who
work more than eight hours in a day
are entitled to premimum overtime.
pay.
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Cold Fresno winds didn’t chill red-hot Spartans

Photos by
Julie A. Bennett

Spartan players enthusiastically’ charge onto the field.

By Hans Ingebretsen
Daily staff wnter
Cold weather didn’t stop the San
Jose State Spanans from frying the
Miami of Ohio Redskins and serving
them a heaping dish of hot football in a
37-7 victory December 13th at the California Bowl.
More than 30,000 fans crowded
Bulldog Stadium in Fresno to watch the
game, more than 8,0oo of them from
San Jose.
The defense set the tone for the
game early on, giving the SJSU offense
time to get their kinks out and make their
attack.
Five interceptions and one fumble
recovery helped the Spartans dominate
the game, while their blitz continually
stymied the opposition.
"This was the worst blitz we’ve
faced all season," said Rectalan ’quarterback Terry Morris.
"They have some great athletes on
that side of the ball," he said.
The last three Cal Bowls have seen
the Pacific Coast Athletic Association
team victorious over the Mid-American
Conference.
"It appears that maybe there’s
starting to be a little bit of a trend," said
head coach Claude Gilbert.
m just happy if it is a trend, that
we were able to keep it going."
The SJSU defense was able to keep
the Redskins from scoring more than one
touchdown.
"The defense played a great
game," said offensive guard David
Diaz-Infante.

"They totally shut down their run- juries was because we’re such a well ning game. Defense played great all conditioned football team," said Dia/year . . . not too many teams were able Infante.
"Come the fourth quarter we were
to get to their quarterback throughout the
course of the year and we did, and that still going strong and teams were starting
was one of the things we wanted to do," to die. We dominated teams in the second half throughout the season," he said
he said.
SJSU was second in the nation Ranked 19th in the nation among college
against the run, with only the University teams before the Cal Bowl, SJSU surof Oklahoma demonstrating a more ef- prisingly disappeared from the UPI top
20 at the end of the season.
fective defense on the ground.
SJSU sophomore Lance Clark, who
Worries about quarterback Mike
Perez’s shoulder injury dissipated once watched the game on ESPN, said, Fans
are upset about not being ranked. It’s
the game started, Gilbert said.
The Spartans spent almost a week just not fair."
Gilbert pointed out that the early
in Fresno before the game, attending
conference functions and preparing for date of the Cal Bowl worked against
SJSU in the ratings, but said that the
the game.
A trip to Yosemite and a jaunt to final issue of Kickoff Power Rating
the local Malibu Grand Prix helped fill ranked the Spartans as 20th in the nation
the time while they waited forAliprboyil iunong ,col lege
The team i
ited tiolir"-ithttØ.
game.
A cold, heavy fog hung over Fresno process of recruiting fir the 1987 seathe whole time the teams were there, but son.
"We try to cover about 85 football
the sun finally came out during the
playing community colleges in Califorgame.
"It was the first time all week the nia, and we look to Arizona and Utah
players had a chance to see the sun." also. It’s a rather intense time," Gilbert
said Sports Information Director Law- said.
Spring training will begin soon with
rence Fan.
The Spartan football team’s 10-2 conditioning classes, weight training and
1986 season was a great lift from the touch football.
"This is when we invite tryouts and
1985 tally of 2-8-1.
Fan cited a lack of injuries as a walk-ons," Gilbert said.
"If it looks like a player has the pomajor reason for the improved record.
He said that the 1985 season had seen 22 tential to make the team, we will invite
players out of the lineup with injuries, them out to the regular practice in
while there were only two injuries last pads," he said.
Gilbert calls his team a hungry, deyear.
"The reason that we had so little in- termined, committed group of people.

Jubilant linebacker Sam Kennedy recosers fumble.

Spartan football players pay a visit to ’Val Bowl Kids.’
Aboye,Cal Bowl
MVP Mike Perez
hands off to Kenny
Jackson. Left,
Pere, fans hopeful
for Heisman ’frophy. Right, Pere,
and team celebrate
victory at Fresno’s
Bulldog Stadium.
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Mandate
for measles
enforced
continued from page I
said Dr. Robert Latta, associate
director 01 student health services.
Students requiring proof of
immunization include: all students horn after Jan 1.1,67: dorm
residents. nursing students and
other medical praCliCUIll students: students who work with
pre-school age children: and students who recened their primary
and secondary education out of
the U.S.. Miller has said.
New students w ill receive
letters from Admissions and Records within the first Icy weeks
of the semester staling they must
comply with the mandate. (’hamhers said.
"Students call in" ii they
are confused. hut adds "We (admissions and records haven’t
had a lot of that (confusion I "
One problem admissions
does have is students lorgetting
to put their names and social xi:
curity numbers on the forms
When this happens. "we
can’t process the lorms and students receive another letter informing them to clear up the mat
ter.’ Chambers said.

Officials delay credit union opening
while considering legal implications
continued from page I
hest place fin us is in the A.S. office," he said.
By working together he said he believes
both groups will benefit the campus.
The goal hir this semester is to unite’ the efforts of the A.S. and the credit union so SJSU
students receive the best benefits and services.
Boothe said.
Nigel MUnagh. credit union president. said
the credit union is a service provided by students
who volunteer their time and is not a business.
Both Munagh and Boothe agree the important factor in finding space is the support of the
A.S. Business Office’s employees.
In order for the credit union to use the A .S

as you all .1,111:2, to work." he said.
’’ You learn about yoursell. what you are ca
pahlc of
and that gives you the confidence
to succeed Boothe said
Working as a member (il a student organization also means sharing advice and develops a
student’s potential. he said
One of the henelits ol the A.S. and credit
union members working together is they have to
help each other. Boothe said.
AS members have experience dealing with
people .ind combining this experience N ith the
energy and talent 01 the y olunteers Ior the erdit
111110I1 vs ill ploS islethe slippOrl not received by
1111,11.,

,,,,I1114,

Int 11111,

I

shop and a BASS ticket outlet. Boothe said.
’We won’t take ’no’ for an answer." Mirtagh said "Closing is not a part of our vocabulary
Ile said he is confident the idea in students
serving students can and will succeed once they
are allowed to open
"Learning to recognize that which binds us
together as students at SJSU will lead 14/ success
not only lor the AS and the credit union hut also
to the entire university .’ said Boothe
III .111,V.Cr isu the 111111CF,11
officials’ rears
ii lie said he realties all illy olved must he as iii rest the limit venture

Henry Orhach
parking mummer

in state Lk:dines and readers may he
led to believe that CSU and the university administration support the endorsements, according to Chapman.
In October. Goy George Deukmejian seined a bill %ilia Vs mild have
amended Title V of the education code
to allow student publications on CSU
campuses to publicly endorse in the
name of the paper if "a proper disclaimer’ was applied.
That disclaimer would have
stated the opinions expressed in the
newspaper are determined by the
newspapers
"student
editorial
hoard .
According to statements by the
goyemor, the matter was referred to
the Board of Trustees for enforcement
as part of Chancellor W Ann Rey
nolds’ responsibilities.
In Nov ember. 11 of 19 CSU earn
pus neyy papers violated Title V and
published unsigned editorial endorsements , juolitical candidates.
01 the II. only Rathhone was reprimanded

con/owed (num puur 1
( ampus. located .ti I 00) and I
County Transit and Peerless Busing will he transported by bus to campus
from Santa Cruz. Under the pass. 00146 only vs ishes that more students
which can he purchased in the Seventh would take ads amage of the opponii
Street Garage for $15 a month. stu- nit)
dents would save $5.
But or students who just %yam
Another attempt by Orhach to park on campus. there my ml,. ay
ease the traffic crunch is the continued approach taken by Dan Prof Int
offering of tree parking at South Cam"I took a 7:30 a i»
pus.
scheduled my classes so I vs,
With the exception of Friday. stu- have to worry about the parking .
dents, parking in the lots on South Proffitt

GRAND OPENING
Two Free Airline Tickets
Anywhere in the Continental U.S.

Breakfast
with this coupon

2 Bacon, 2 Eggs, Home Fries & Toast

IFIF 11)1/4)
No Fee for our Service
Discount Airline Tickets
Spring Break Vacations
Cruises & Tours
Special Student Deals

335 S. 11th Street
408-977-0799

Fill out this form to enter our drawing (turn in forms at
1 blk. from campus.)
our office
Name
Address__
City
Phone

140 E. San Carlos St.
7am-4pm
Mon -Fri
Sat 8arn-2pm

Breakast is served until 11 am

yourre throwing these people on welfare and that (would be) immoral."
Morrison said.
Morrison said many single mothers will he affected by the closure and
by denying these people housing society could create a "permanent underclass’ of single mothers dependent
on government housing.
Bob Tauerschall. apartment living coordinator for Spartan City and
Spartan Complex. said no new applicants arc being accepted and estimated
that more than 20 apartments are now
yacant.
Alvarez said she plans to continue
meeting with members of the administration in the (Inure.

NOTE-T

oe
The
Penciller’
S1.89

The
Better’
Ball Met Pea 89’

Whatever the assignment. Pilot has the formula
for writing comfort and precision.
Pilot’s Better Ball Point Pen, in medium and fine points,
lets you breeze through long note-taking sasSIMS. In fact,
we’ve made writer’s fatigue a thing of the past! This crystal barreled
veteran of the campus has a nbhed finger grip for continuous comfort
and is perfectly balanced for effortless writing. Best (gall, you’ll never
throw it out because its refillable.
The perfect teammate to the Better Ball Point Pen is Pilot’s
mechank-al pencil. It has a continuous lead feed
Penciller It
system and a cushion tip that helps eliminate the frustration of lead
breakage. The Penc i ier’s jumbo eraser doles the job cleanly whit
the nhhed grip u utters the same comfort as the Hefter Ball Point Pen,
Pick up the 151.1 Team at your campus
NioWore tuuday The Better Ball
Poore Pen and ’the Pencilier

-PILOT-

971-2222
Exp. 2-28-87
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Residents say university
failed to keep promise
cow/nun/from pap’ /
Johnson said any students in
Spartan City have conunitted themselves and their families to living
there, and the university is reneging on
its promise.
’They have the responsibility 10
the students, they are ignoring their
moral and educational responsibiliJohnson said.
For Dan Morrison. Spartan City
resident and association member, by
not providing housing for students
with families, the university is making
a big mistake.
"We don’t think its a very smart
decision economically because yourre
wasting many talented individuals.
you’re reducing the tax base because

good risk

Parking problems perplexing

First Amendment,
CSU set to collide
ononau ou:,,, Puu,
The sun. still pending. also alleges that Truitt ’s First Amendment
rights were y iolated when he was fired
for publishing unsigned editorial political endorsements
Truitt also used a disclaimer on
the editorial page.
Arnie Braafkult, attorney for Truitt. said Wednesday he is filing papers to eliminate questions of fact in
the case and will then tile a motion for
a summary judgement.
Both Allcock and Braallath stated
they have not been contacted by the
Board of Trustees. the Chancellors
office or the CSU general counsel
Mayer Chapman.
Chapman could not he reached
for comment.
Chapman has said Title V. as applied to political endorsements by
campus newspapers, prevents misinterpretation by readers that the CSU
administration is endorsing candidates
with newspaper stalk.
Some um y ersity newpspapers are
entirely’ funded by the state or housed

space, the employees had to restructure their offices, Boothe said.
Employees were asked prior to the move it
they thought the situation was workable. Boothe
said.
Without the restructuring the credit union
would not have any space at all. Munagh said.
Now the credit union is dose to opening.
volunteers are needed to keep it functioning.
Munagh said.
"This is a great resume builder." Munagh
said.
"Students have a chance to do several jobs
and find the one they like the most. Majoring in
finance or marketine is not ,u requirement . .us luuti,,

Ws onto( the first things
11040c as a Navy(
’The recognition that you’s c
got what it takes to Lead the
Adventure.
That adventure can lead
you around t he world and back
again. And along the way
You’re picking up expenence
that builds confidence it takes
years to get elsewhere.

There’s no boot camp.
gen with
management and leadership
training at (NTicerCanditiate
School. Once commissiormi
you’ll have even more educat ional opportunities that can
further professional griwet h.
You’ll uncover your potential and get the responsibility
and desist’ in -making auth-

onty success needs. The
challenge, satisfaction and
rewards add up to personal
and professional growth no
other johcan match.
When you Lead the
Adventure youstart out with
pride and respect . It puts
you a step ahead. Contac
your Navy Officer Recniiter
lir call l -800-327-N AV Y.

-A, -C--

LEAD THE ADVENTURE.
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Inconsistent play has Berry
searching for real Spartans
By David Barry
Daily stall wnter
Since the start of the college basketball season. SJSU coach Bill Berry
has been seeking his real team.
You know the one that was supposed to make it into post -season action. The one that was supposed to
challenge highly -touted Nevada -Las
Vegas for the Pacific Coast Athletic
Association championship.
But after 16 games of the current

Analysis
campaign, Berry is still looking.
Instead of arriving as a West
Coast power, the Spartans are a mediocre 8-8. Ever. in league play, they are
an unspectacular 4-3.
But don’t blame it on Berry. He’s
tried. He’s looked up and he’s looked
down. He and his assistants have done
everything short of hiring a psychologist and a private investigator. He
knows that sooner or later, the real
Spartans will emerge. And so he tries.
"We’ve juggled line-ups, we’ve
run longer practices, we’ve had individual talks with players. It isn’t like
we haven’t tried. This team has a split
personality," Berry said.
It is a feature that keeps Berry
guessing. Every night after warm-ups
and pre-game talks, Berry wonders
which team will emerge.
Will it be the team that has beaten
Stanford, USC, and Fresno State. or
will it he the team that has fallen to
UC-Irvine. Pacific, and yes, Division
II Hayward State?
"We seem ready to play," Berry
said. "We’ve worked on everything in
practice. We are prepared to play. But
as a team, our readiness is not always
there."
The result has been inconsistency. The big I has become the Spartans’ first name.
Instead of playing a consistent 40
minutes. the Spartans have had spectacular halves and then disappeared.
Houdini would have approved.
This was perhaps best exhibited
in the Far West Classic in Portland,
Ore.
After defeating Mississippi State
in the opening round. SJSU dropped
consecutive games to Oregon and Oregon State.
And while Berry was not terribly
disappointed, he could see the inconsistency lurking in the shadows.
"We lost by five points to Oregon (69-64) on their home court and
by 10 points to Oregon State (65-55)
on their home court. But we didn’t
play for the full 40 minutes." Berry
said. "Against Oregon, we played
well in the second half and against Oregon State, we played well in the first
half."
Yet even when the Spartans really
come ready to play, there have been
problems.
Early in the season against rival
Santa Clara, the Spartans. emotionally
charged by the challenge and the return of Ricky Berry. won a last -second
75-73 contest over the visiting Broncos.
Then, two nights later, with the
winter break under way, the Spartans
got revved up to go against Arizona
State, only to lose 67-66.
By the Monday Dec. 22 contest
against Hayward State, the Spartans
were flat. The result was a stunning
66-60 loss. A decision that led the
Sporting News to call it the biggest
upset of the season on the West Coast
"After those two games and with
finals, they just caught us on the right
night." Coach Berry said. "If v.e
played them 100 times, we’d heat
them 99 times, hut they played a great
game and won."
The next such letdown occurred
after playing UNIV. During the
course of that game, the Spartans had
played well. In fact. SJSU. playing
against the number one team in the nation, led up until the 5:00 mark of the
second half.
Eventually, the Running Rebels
outwore the Spartans and came away
with a 89-77 victory.
But following that contest, the
Spartans had problems returning to
form. They dropped consecutive

gAnes to UC-Irvine and Pacific before
defeating Fresno State.
’I think there was an emotional
letdown after Las Vegas,’’ Berry said.
"But UC-Irvine is a better team than a
lot of people think."
The team’s Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde complexion can be traced to
more than preparedness and emotion.
Another reason or the team’s inconsistency has been imunes. Most
importantly that of Berry’s son. Ricky.
The b-14 junior guard, playing in an
September pick-up game. injured his
knee and required surgery.
For seven weeks. the Spartans
practiced without their pre -season allAmerican. They learned how to become a unit.
Without Berry, SJSU heat Stanford at home and USC in Los Angeles.
But with Berry, the Spartans have only
been 6-7.
"I don’t know what it is. If anything, Ricky makes our team that
much better. He does so many things
well," Coach Berry said. "He can
play guard, he can play forward. He’s
a team player.
’When he doesn’t have the shot.
he looks to pass. And when he shoot,
he usually. makes it.’’
In tact, since returning Ben ,
been the leading scorer in the 1.,
games. Alter 14 games. he was as ei
aging 20.5 owrall and 25 7 in league
play.
Berry’s scoring, though, has not
alleviated all of the problems.
"We’re not getting an all-out el
ton.’’ Coach Berry said. "Some of the
players are not taking it upon them
sel es to step forward and play an active role "
Among the rest of the team. rut Is
forward George Puou. at 12 5 point ,
per game. is averaging in double fig
ures.
Certainly not the type of offense
that is going to run off and bury an op
ponent.
One player who was expected iii
burden more of the offensive and re
hounding load was forward!centei
Reggie Owens.
Owens, who led the F’t’A A in rc
hounding last season, is averaging lin:
5.1 hoards per game and just (5
points per game in PCAA play.
Berry is hoping that Owens v. ill
snap out ol U.
’Fle’s one of the premiere re
bountJers in the PCAA. Berry said
’Ile just isn’t playing like Reggie
Owens can and I think Reggie Owen.
knows that.
Another reason for the Spartan,’
inconsistency is the team’s youth.
With just two seniors (Puou and
guard Bobby Evans). Berry was
looking for more support from the
eight sophomores and freshmen.
But so far, the only consisteni
player in this category has been sopho
more gitanl Rodney Scott.
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l’he 6-2 UC-Irvine transfer who
has started all but one of the Spanans’
games is averaging 7.1 points per
game.
"I was hoping some of the
younger players would rise to the challenge." Berry said. "But the only one
that has played well has been Rodney
Scott. Our older players have had to
carry us."
Of course, with If PCAA games
left, the Spartans could still make a
move. But if they have any hope of
reaching post -season action, it is going
to take two ingredients.
The first is SJSU’s need to win on
the road. In four PCAA dates away.
the Spartans are I -3. In fact, for the
season, the Spartans are 3-5 outside
the Civic Auditorium.
But the biggest need is consistency. Berry knows it. the team knows
it.
"We just want to play 40 minutes
and go all out. If you’ve done that, you
can look in the mirror, win or lose, and
know that youve given your all."
Berry said.
Berry just hopes he finds this ingredient before it is too late.

Eduardo Ledesma Daily

SJSU basketball coach Bill Berry can’t put his finger far this season. The Spartans are only 8-8, even with
on the reason for the team’s mediocre performance so all-America guard Ricky Berry back in action.
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SINGERS DANCERS INSTRUMENTALISTS
TECHNICIANS VARIETY PERFORMERS
Kings Ptoductions the world’s di producer of
hue entertainment, is holding auditions for the
spectacular 1987 season at GREAT AMERICA,
Santa Clara, California.
Pay is good and lobs ore plenty (we’ll even
provide one round trip airfare if you’re hired to
work at o park over 250 miles from your hornet
Make your audition a show we can’t do without,
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WORK
WITH THE
BEST.
Be a computer scientist and
officer in the Air Force. The Air
Force is forging new frontiers
in computer technology. If
you have a Computer Science
degree, you may qualify to
work with the best and receive
all the outstanding advantages
and opportunities the Air Force
offers. Call

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
Friday, February 6
San Francisco State University, Creative Arts/Music Bldg., Knuth Hall
Singers. 5 PM, Dancers! 7 PM
Instrumentalists, Specialty Acts, Technicians &
Wardrobe Personnel, 5- 7 PM
SANTA CLARA, CALIFORNIA
Sunday, February 8
Great America; Grand Music Hall
Singers: 12 - 2 PM, Dancers- 3 - 4 PM
Instrumentalists, Specialty Acts, Technicians &
c’lie Personnel 12 - 4 PM

SSgt Dowd
(408)275-9058

Great Amore Enteriaanment Office
King, Prodartoon,
KINGS

ISt AND
KINGS DOMINION
CAROWINDS
AMFRI,A
Nr/NDERLAND
GREA1
.NDFREAND
K.rIgi Prod,

1

weeks
for
Spartans like the Mercury News.

Right now receive daily morning delivery of the

Pulitzer Prize winning Mercury News for the low
price of just $1 a week.

And it’s got the entertainment information you
need. Concerts, shows, movies, clubs, the works.
So subscribe to the Bay Area’s Best newspaper.

It’s got local and international news. And what’s
more, it’s got complete San Jose State sports
coverage. No other metropolitan paper covers the

And for a limited time at a

You bet I want
15 weeks for 15 dollars.

ATTENTION!
15

iS

* FREE LUNCH
SAN JOSE STATE

UNIVERSITY CLUB
55

15
15

*

Name
Address

ki14.

The San Jose State University Club opens
again January 26 for lunch. Lunch is
served from 11:00 am to 1:45 pm. Present
this ad and all non-members who are
faculty or staff will receive one free lunch
(limited to one free lunch per person
during duration of offer).
Offer expires 2 6 87.
(408) 277-3148
408 South 8th Street
San Jose, CA 95192
*******************************************i

408/988-1800
8005544.5464

San Jose State Student Special

310 S Third St
481 E San Carlos SI
across from McDonald st Ibetween 10th &1190
295-4336
295-5511
M -F 7AM-9PM
OPEN
Sal 10AM 6PM
24 HOURS

S.J.S.U. FACULTY
& STAFF

staff photographei

Hall

Apt. /Room.

City,

Zip

Phone
Please mail to: Mercury News Sales & Marketing, 750
Ridder Park Drive, San Jose, CA 95190. This special offer
available only to San Jose State students who have not
subscribed to the Mercury News in the past 30 days.

Zhc Macau’ News
II I

\ air.

" IL

1. A 5

13 I

I

discount.
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SJSU delivers blow to Santa Barbara
By David Barry
Daily stag writer

IN

Irony delivered a cruel punch to
the Thursday night strategy of UCSanta Barbara basketball coach Jerry
Pimm.
And the host SJSU basketball
team 01-8, 4-3 in the PCAA) couldn’t
have been more pleased.
For the better part of his team’s
eventual 70-64 PCAA loss to the host
Spartans. Pimm had ordered his Gauchos to stop SJSU star Ricky Berry.
But when Santa Barbara finally sue ceded in its quest, with just under two
minutes left in the game, it ended up
costing them the game.
Stopping Berry was sound strategy. Pimm was not trying to be radical. Like all coaches that face the
Spartans, Pimm knew that Berry, the
PCAA player of the week for January.
12-17, was the key to the SJSU attack.
"Ricky is a very good player,"
Pimm said. "We just tried to keep him
from getting the ball."
In the first half, the plan had met
with less than resounding success.
Working inside and outside
against Santa Barbara’s man-to-man
defense, Berry had scored 17 of his
game high 31 points. With a 7 of 13
Nancy Nadel Daily staff photographer
performance from the field, the junior
Spartan forward George Puou looks for the open man in SiSir’s 70-64 guard had enabled the Spartans to
enter into a 31-31 halftime deadlock.
victory over I ’C -Santa Barbara Thursday night at Civic Auditorium.

AVOID
THE NOID

Pimm knew that if the Gauchos
held any hope of winning, they would
have to do a better job on Berry. They
wanted the Spartans offensive load to
fall into other hands.
"We tried to catch Ricky off balance."Pimm said. "We wanted their
other players to shoot.’’
And for the first 10 minutes of the
second half, the Gauchos did just that.
Using guard Brian Shaw on Berry
outside and a trapping three-man zone
inside, Herr!, . up until the 10:25 mark
of the half, was held without a basket.
"There was a lot more defensive
pressure in the second half." Berry
said. "They were coming out and
playing tighter on me. ’
What made the situation even
more threatening for the Spartans was
that none of the other players were
picking up Berry’s point production.
Senior forward George Punt’. the
Spartans’ second-leading scorer, was
suffering through a terrible evening.
By game’s end, he would he just two
of seven from the field and would have
only seven points.
Further, the other starting forward, Reggie Owens, who would finish with eight points, contributed only
two in the second half.
However following that first second-half field goal by Berry. things
began to alleviate themselves.

CALL
DOMINO’S PIZZA

First. Shaw, who had been doing
an admirable job on Berry, picked up
his fourth foul. Pimm was forced to
put the slower Brian Vaughns on
Berry.
In addition, SJSU point -guard
Bobby Evans came alive. The senior.
who finished the second half and the
game with 10 points, hit on three of six
shots.
"I felt that I had to pick up more
of the slack." Evans said. "They were
putting a lot of pressure on Ricky."
Yet despite these turn of events
and the back and forth score. Pimms
kept with his command: stop Berry.
He finally got his wish with just
1:27 left in the game. And ironically it
would lead to defeat.
With the score 61-59 in favor of
SJSU, a Santa Barbara player put up a
shot. In the ensuing scrammble for the

rebound, Berry . who came down with
the basketball, and Vaughns, exchanged elbows and then punches. A
hensh-clearing brawl ensued. By the
time order had been restored. Vaughn%
and Berry had been issued technical
fouls and ejected.
SJS11. though, made the best of
the situation. First. Evans hit the technical foul to give the Spartans a 64-59
lead, and then Puou hit a foul shot to
extend it to 65-59. Santa Barbara
would make their technical, but the
Spanans had just completed a five point swing. SJSU never looked hack.
"That was an excellent game."
Berry said. "It was exciting, and I
guess you could say that the spirit
really spilled over."
Due to the deadline for todiky’s
edition. CM erage of Saturday’s contest between !QM. and Fullerton
State will he in Vkednescla ’s l)ails.
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Old Cafeteria Building

With one call to Domino’s
Pizza, you can avoid the
NOID. So when you want
hot, delicious, quality
pizza delivered in less
than 30 minutes, One
call does it all!’

Meet the NOID’." He loves
to ruin your pizza. He
makes your pizza cold,
or late, or he squashes
your pizza box so the
cheese gets stuck to
the top.

The .
Connection
SIPAIRTAN BAIKIERY
MON I RI
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inu7’encounter
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I HMV,

I Call us!
298-4300

r

510 S. 10th St.

$ 1 OFF

SPECIAL

$1.00 off any 2-item or more
pizza from Domino’s Pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Valid at listed locations only.
Expires in two weeks.

DP 87143A

1.1

I,

Fast, Free Delivery"
510 S. 10th St.
Phone: 298-4300
1909 Tully Rd.
Phone: 926-4200
2648 Alum Rock Ave
Phone: 251-6010

C 1987 Domino’s Pizza. In

1.1

Any 12" 1 -item pizza and two
Cokes’ from Domino’s Pizza for
just $700! Additional items
$1.05 each. Price includes sales
tax. One coupon per order.
Valid at listed locations only.
Expires in two weeks,
Fast, Free Delivery "
510 S 10th St
Phone: 298-4300
1909 Tully Rd.
Phone. 926-4200
2648 Alum Rock Ave
ii
tt Phone. 251-6010
DP -87-1438

926-4200
1909 Tully Rd

251-6010

2648 Alum Rock Ave.
Hours:
ham-lam Sun.-Thurs.
11am-2am Fri. & Sat.
OPEN FOR LUNCH
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11:00AM 12midnight
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ODM
UNIVERSITY
FACULTY & STAFF DINING
MONFR1

Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.
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Sports
Ice wins NCAA award
Ihsv id Barry
Daily start writer
In recent years, college athletics
has been overshadowed by the neg-

In addition to being the 1987 coPCAA player of the year, a three -time
all -America

team -

4C0,2,,,,.,..,:iik.
r.,001’
offany 18K ring.

Ice’s reaction to receiving the
award summarited her low key approach off the court.
"I was really surprised." said
Ice, who finished her playing career in
1986. "But it was a great honor."
SJSU President Gail Fullerton

perform in the field and in the classroom.
However. SJSU volleyball player
Lisa Ice is from a different mold.

tivities,’’ is awarded to just six athletes
in the Lill .itid sin 11111,-u’s in the

a

volleyball.

Within this setting, it is often too
easy to overlook the true purpose of
college athletics. Schools have forgotten that these athletes are supposed to

The award, which is based on the
NCAAs standard of "Athletic Ability
and Achievement. Academic Excellence. Character. Leadership and Ac-

and

Yet her off the court accomplish
mous do not stop there. Ice has also
played a key role in promoting youth

stead of victories, there are revelations
of academic ineligibility. Instead of
parades for national champions, there
are cries of cheating.

the NCAA’s Today’s Top Six Award.

selection,

leader, Ice has compiled a 3.2 grade point
in
average while
majoring
human performance/athletic training

ative.
Instead of celebrations for touchdowns, there are tests lair steroids. In-

She has proven that she can excel
in both areas. As a result. Ice has become the first female athlete from
Northern California to he honored with

Monday. January 26, 1987/Spartan Daily

I.isa Ice

perhaps hest expressed the importance
of the award.

outside Inner
spring.
Ice received her award on Jan. 7
at the NCAA convention in San
Diego.
Joining Ice for this prestigious
ceremony were LISC"s Cheryl Miller
(basketball). University of Florida’s
Megan Never (diving), Oregon’s Dub
Meyers !track and field), Stanford’s
Jon Louis (gymiLisi ics I, and John
Molise! )swirinninci

"The selection of Lisa Ice for this
prestigious NCAA award is, first and

$30

foremost, recognition of her outstanding personal talents and superior
achievement," Fullerton said. "Yet it
is more than that.
’It is also a symbol of San Jose
State University s strong commitment
to the success in its student athletes.

offany 14K ring.

both in the classroom and in the athletic arena

Y1’

Rasnick, Henson named to fill
Spartan football coaching jobs
By John Bagley
Daily staff writer
Rick Rasnak. a member of the SJSI to. it hall ohlung
staff for the last sin seasons and an oftensne I ne coach tor
lensi e coorthe last use, has been named the team’s ness
dinator.
The announcement was made by head coach Claude
Gilbert on Jan. 13. In addition, the Spartans’ head coach
also announced that Dan Henson, outside linebacker coach
for SJSU the list two seasons, has been reassigned as the
team’s new quarterbacks and receivers coach.
Resnick replaces Terry Shea, offensive coordinator
since 1984, who recently accepted a similar position with
the University of California at Berkeley.
"I am very excited about the new position." Rasnick
said. "I’m real happy to know that Coach Gilbert had
enough confidence in me to give me this opportunity."
Rasnick will continue to coach the offensive linemen
and will inherit an offensive unit that led the country in total

season

with a 481 yards per game average.
"I’d like to continue what we’ve done in the past."
Rasnick said. "When you’re number one in the nation there
offense last

really isn’t much need to change."
Rasnick. 27, is belived to he one of the youngest offensive coordinators at an NCAA Division I school.

(...0.144.,

offany 10K ring.

Alter a two-year career at SJSU as a starting center, he
pined the coaching staff in 1981 as a graduate assistant. He
was promoted to offensive line coach in 1982.
When Gilbert was named head coach of the Spartans
after the 1983 season. Rasnick was given the additional responsibility of recruiting coordinator.

For one week only, order and save on the gold ring of your choice. For complete
details, see your Jostens representative.

’Rick Rasnick is an extremely capable coach and has
earned the responsibility for the position of offensive coordinator.’ Gilbert said. "He’s done an exceptional job (with
our oltensiy e (tile) and has been involved with the coordination of out if tense in the past."

JOSTENS

Henson. the team’s new quarterbacks and receivers
coach, has been a member of the Spartans’ coaching staff
since 1984.
lb. other lour- year school coaching assignments before pining SiSt include the 19143 season as an assistant

AMERICA

coach at !lope College in 11olland. Mich. and quarterbacks
coach at the Utuisersily of San Diego in 1982.
’Dan’s addition will really blend well and bring us
strength to our offensive staff.’ Gilbert said. "With (running backs coach) Wally Gaskins and Rasnick, they’ll form
an outstanding offensive staff.’’
Following these two coaching moves. Gilbert said he
still plans to hire an assistant coach responsible for the outside linebacking position.

Time: 10-6 Deposit $20

Date: January 26th-30th
Place: Spartan Bookstore
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New phone system expected
next semester despite protest
By Rosa Tong Let
Daily staff writer
Despite delays. s1SU’s new digital phone system could become a reality before the next academic year.

lor the luture and at the same time re
place the old system. Vigil said.

Communications
Coordinator
Charles Delano said that because taxpayers’ money is used, large investCarl Vigil, director of informa- ments like this are reviewed and retion systems and computers at SJSU, searched in detail.
said in late December the Office of
The system, sometimes referred
Procurement issued an "intent to
award" to U.S. West Inc., the com- to as "the switch," has a powerful
memory
and capacity to work at high
pany selected for the system’s implespeed constantly.
mentation.
"There’s nothing that can surpass
But protests front American Telephone & Telegraph and Northwestern this particular switch," Delano said.
Telecom, companies that also bid for "There’s nothing that can beat it."
This computerized switch from
the contract, will cause delays at least
until early February when the State U.S. West features capability for
Board of Control in Sacramento re- local -area networking, allowing phone
messages to he stored in computer terviews the claims.
minals that already exist in many ofAmong other benefits, the pro- fices.
posed system will help the university
In addition, it has the capacity to
save around $4.5 million in a 10-year
set up calling patterns, connecting speperiod.
"A primary benefit is stabiliza- cific lines with the touch of a button.
tion of cost." Vigil said. "It means
The present system works by dithat (the campus) has to manage the aling "8" instead of "9" before the
operations because it’s a new work phone number, resulting in cheaper
that we haven’t done before."
fares for long distance calls within the
The campus needs to "prepare state

.the new s)sten, will allow a
computer, through a least cost router,
to determine the cheapest route. Users
need only to push a single button for
access to outside calls.
"The switch is designed to loco
the university’s needs in the next 10
years,’’ Delano said. "It is expandable
to thousands of lines."
There are 2.200 phone lines operating on 3,250 sets on campus. There
may he a need to add more lines with
the construction of new buildings and
increased faculty.
Digital equipment will replace
many dial -operated phones on campus. Along with this change, training
programs will be offered to users, especially on the features.
Three campuses in the California
State University system have computerized switches. Two have contracted
with AT&T. Two other campuses
have projected similar changes. SJSU
is the only campus which has chosen
U.S West.

Rec Center difficulties won’t
delay opening set for fall 1988
By Deborah J. Kaplan
Daily staff writer
Although there have been a few
delays, the completion date of the Recreation and Events Center is still
scheduled for September of 1988, a
campus official said Wednesday.
The problems included relocating
a chilled water line needed for the air
conditioning system in the Events
Building, said Barbara Pluta, facilities
design and construction manager.
Another water line needed to be
relocated on the north side of the pool.
Pluta said.
Another problem was that the
foundation site could not accomodate a
swimming pool because the soil was
not compact enough, she said.
"We will have a sound, good
pool," said Barbara Plow, design and
construction manager.
A more durable, compact soil had
to be brought in to stabilize the concrete, said Rich Harrison of Roebbelen

Construction Company, contractor for
the project.
Students in spring 1984 semester
voted to halt construction of the Rec
Center because of anticipated parking
problems and necessary student fee increases to cover cost of the building.
Jeff Coughlan, past chairman of the
Student Union board of directors, said
at the time.
The following fall semester, students voted to go ahead with the project. he has said.
Before the project was halted in
1984, there were no plans for an
aquatic facility, Ron Barrett, S. U. director has said.
The setback helped turn the Rec
Center into a better facility for students, he has said.
The effects the setbacks are having on the rest of the campus community are nothing compared to the problems that had to be dealt with last
semester when the main water line

broke, flooding the pool site with
water intended to be piped into campus
dormitories, Pluta said.
Since the Rec Center’s groundbreaking in the fall of 1986, the transformation of the ROTC and Archery
Fields into the Events building and the
swimming pool has gone quite
smoothly. Pluta said.
The noise problem caused by the
sound of steel beams pounding into the
foundation is over. since the pile driving portion of the construction is completed, Harrison said.
Other completions on the site include the laying of underground drain
pipes and the chemical holding system, which are connected with the
pool. Pluta said.

MICROSOFT
LA FAC
SANS LES EXAMS!
UNIVERSITA SENZA ESAMI!
UNA UNIVERSIDAD SIN EXAMENES!
UNI OHNE PRUFUNGEN!
Microsoft is the international leader in microcomputer
software development. Our product line includes MS-DOS,
Microsoft Basic, Word, Multiplan, and Microsoft Windows;
software that has revolutionized computer usage and
become an industry standard.
We’re seeking Product Localization Associate Interns to
work for 12-18 months at our corporate headquarters
located in Redmond, Washington.
As a Product Localization Associate Intern you will be
responsible for:
Adapting and testing the software to your native language
Managing translators, proofreaders, and production staff
for the localization of the documentation and padkaging in
your native language
Coordinating, supervising, and reviewing all aspects of the
documentation
Qualifications should include fluency in English (you must
be a native speaker of either Spanish, French, Italian, or
German), analytical and verbal ability, experience in the use
of microcomputers, knowledge of programming languages
and systems (i.e. MS-DOS, C, Assembler), as well as be
pursuing a degree in Engineering, Computer Science,
Applied Math, or Applied Physics. Technical writing
experience desired.
For immediate consideration forward your resume to:
Microsoft Corporation, Dept. SJPLAI-CN, 16011 N.E. 36th
Way, Box 97017, Redmond, Washington 98073-9717.

MICROSOFT

According to the construction
plans, the $20 million -plus complex is
designed to seat 5,500 people for concerts, lectures, and sporting events.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

The NEW
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS’ PRINT SHOP
proudly presents

GRAND OPENING
EXTRAVAGANZA!!!
Copies! Copies! Copies!
WE FEATURE:
o
o
o
o
o

quality photocopying
offset printing
resume typesetting
binding
and much more!

COME VISIT OUR
NEW LOCATION:
Old Cafeteria Building
next to the Spartan Bakery

BUSINESS HOURS:

Take advantage of our special copy sale.
For a limited time, self-serve copies are only 24: each.

Prizes! Prizes! Prizes!
A drawing will be held at the new A.S.
Print Shop on March 16,1987 at 12 noon.
o

o

o

- $50." gift certificate
from the Spartan Bookstore.
Two 2nd prize winners - $25." gift certificate
from the Spartan Bookstore,
Twelve 3rd prize winners- $10." gift certificate
from the A.S Print Shop.
1st prize winner

For YOUR chance to win, just

pm Monday.Thursday
8:30 am 4:30 pm Fridays

drop by the A.S. Print Shop

277-2510

this entry form.

8:30 am 7

!lame

,Iddress

at our new location and submit
telephone

I united

4

to one entry per person

pd

9
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Food Services’ Deli dishes up new fare
Students given more choice in menu

Craig Kohlruss aily
John Parks, a senior business major, prepares
sandwiches at the Student Union cafeteria’s new

sta p otographer

deli. The deli offers sandwiches at popular prices,
said Food Services Director Lorraine David.

By Div, a Jhala
Daily staff writer
The Ftxtd Sery ices Ikpaninents
Union Delicatessen opened Dec. I
with favorable response from students.
said Food Services Director Lorraine
David.
The deli, located in the Student
Union cafeteria, offers a variety of
meats, breads. cheeses and seven different condiments, David said.
"Students like in make their own
selections and this offers them a choice
of quality products in the amount they
desire.’’ she said.
The deli was test -marketed in December, David said.
"It took very favorable comments and positive reinforcement to
continue it," she said.
Originally the space occupied by
the deli was used for weekly specials
of food from different countries.
"(The special) was well received,
but 250 customers a day is not
enough." Da’, id said.

The deli was opened on a trial
basis and has receised such favorable
response Food Services has decided to
continue it. David said.
"We are excited, the customers
are pleased, and we have had nothing
hut positive response toil.’’ she said.
Hakeem Al-Raheem, a student
majoring in business, said,
healthier food than that at other
places."
Raheem also said because he is a
vegetarian the deli is a better place to
eat than most places around campus.
David said Food Services will be
putting in a deli case where meat and
cheeses will he sold by the pound.
"Besides full sandwiches we are
also going to serve half sandwiches,’’
David said.
The full sandwiches cost between
$2.50 and $2.85 and the half sandwiches cost between SI .75 and 52 de -

pending on the meats used, David
said. Soup is also available at the deli.
David recommended ;approval for
the half servings so students who prefer smaller helpings could save
money, she said.
Working in conjunction with Ed
Zant. general manager of Spanan
Shops, the deli has become a reality.
David said.
-Starting mid-Febuary the deli
will be doing specials which will include a sandwich, soup and a drink,"
David said.
Prices will vary according to
choice, she said.
Students living in dormitories can
eat at the deli with their food pass just
as they do at any other Spartan Shops
Mod outlet, she said.
"We are very excited about it and
I feel. . . this is the best thing that has
happened since the salad bar." David
said.
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EXPANDYOURHORIZON

ALLIED HEALTH
CARE
STUDENTS\
ARESIDENTADVISOR
s a n Jose Stair I niverstty

Residence Life Positions
for
’87-’88 Academic Year
Applications available at
Orientation Meetings
Jan. 27th
Jan 28th
Jan 29th

8:00 pm West Hall

3:00 pm Washburn Hall
3:00 pm Costanoan Rm, SO

For further information contact
the Residence Life Office at 277-2126

The Air Force
has outstanding
opportunities for
graduates of
accredited allied
health care programs.
You can have a challenging position in a worldwide health
care system plus an excellent starting salary. If you are
completing a degree in nutritional or clinical lab sciences,
social work, clinical psychology, physical therapy, pharmacy
or optometry, call:
T Sgt Dave Brown
275 - 8723
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CAMPUS
FREE FOR ALL
ItS wild.
Sears Savings Bank has just freed student checkbooks.
With Intelli-Checking.
There’s no minimum balance requirement. Or per-check
charge And we’ve made it easy to qualify for a SIO0 line of
credit. (So you can start establishing your own credit history.)
Well start vou out with your initial order of standard
checks, free. And well store your checks for you, too.
Of course if you need money quick. you’ll have instant
access to our brand new on-ompus automaml teller, the

lotie MachinetM It’ll keep you in cash 24 hours a day,
davs a vear.
So stop by our booth in front of the Spartan Bookshop between January 22 and 28. Or come to our nearby branch, (285
South First Street, 298-1300).
IT
A member of the
Seers Financial Network IN,
and open your Intelli-Checking
account. And join in the free-for-all.

SEARS

ATM locatmi across the street foul)

the Student I Ilion.

K

All the value you’ve come to expect, now where you need it most

Campus
Model turns nerd for profit
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On This Date ...
F.ditor’s note: "On This Date" is a new feature recounting esents which played a part in shaping the history
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HELP WANTED

STUDENT DENTAL OPTIC Al F,I AN
Enroll now, Save your teeth, eyes

AIRLINES 8 CRUISELINES HIRING"
Summer
Career’
Good Pay
Travel Call for guide cassette

end money too For Information
and brochure sae A S Office or
call L408)371-6811

AUTOMOTIVE

DEPENDABLE STUDENT NEEDED for

’Sri TRUE YOU CAN buy teens tor $44
through the US government’
Get the facts lode), Call 1-312.
742-1142
63 8-2000 01
MAIADA TRUCK Send am frn ac. cmpr-ixis. sun.r1
Rack rblt ang $4500 ho 365-0432

Part-lirne work. eves &
Fern good money

WE SELI IBM Compatible computer
XT complete system for $570 AT
PC.

COM. computer 8. accesorksa. 404
S 3rd St corner at Son Salvador
We accept Visa or MC Call 2951806

FOR SALE
RESEARCH
PAPERS
16.278
to
choose front all subiects Order

catalog

today Min Vise MC or
Toll free not line 800-351
0222, In Calif 1213) 477-8228 or
rush $200 to Research AssisCOD

t... 11322 Idaho Am
0206
SPE. u vs Angeles Ca 90025 Gustaf+ research also available- all
levels
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Learn direct experience In com

violet

outer data entry & retrelval.
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complete syriern tor 51195

newaservice, 1916) 944-4444. ext
20
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tional
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SI1 75 starting’ Part lbw 1701
sewing* pin week actual $185
Full lime ((40) wrnIngs per week
equal $370 No experience Is
needed because of our intensive
on Ow lob training program Good
math & reading skills area plus
Some eve & weekend positions
are avail 8 LOT* fkwlbility is allowed during final enams In addi-

FE sic s is Mai electronic design pro
tect due and you have no resources tor Ideas or what to
build, SHP Electronics Is coin.
rafted to otter low cost consulting needs tor Ow student Call
days 942-7738. Eves 293-4780

blacks, full time work is mail Call
today for Info & an interview, or
call Mon ’Fri between 12(noon)
4prn 7/59885 11 the line Is busy.
please be patient & try again ’An
equal opportunity company

ask for Joe

stalled.

master keying Call 900
to 6 00 Monday through Saturday
(Sunday by sppointment only) LIconsed-bonded-mobile 10% di..
count on labor with this ad Special rates tor senior ctlizens.
SJSU students staff 5 feculty
Fr. estimates FMERGENCIES
ANYTIME Call Ron Hughes. Ever
green Locksmith & Security Services. 270-3277. San Jose All work

enced, but not necessary Fie.
hrs Contact Jack .1 277-3163

HOUSING
AFFORDARI F HOUSING" Near SAN
JOSE STATE tor students Don’t
hassle parking walk to school
FREE utilities, monthly discount,
fully furnished. Color TV, VCR and
housekeeping service Shared or single Marna evalleble Office 77
N SM Si.cell 998-0234
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY KIRK
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Campus

Students
cash in on
print shop

Monday. January 26, 1987/Spartan Daily

Park and Ride shuttles to resume in Febuary
By Lisa Bobadilla
Dady start writer

By Annie M. Belt
Daily start writer
’t he grand opening reception 48 the Associated Students
Print Shop warmed up both
copy machines and cash registers Wednesday when customers
took advantage of opening discounts on copies.
The non-profit shop is located in the space previously occupied by Earth Toys. which
closed in March after operating
at a loss for It/ years. A.S. Controller ( lahnel Miramontes said
The new shop is an extension of the print shop the A.S.
already operates in the Student
Union.
It offers self-service copying in addition to the behind the -counter service available at
the old shop.
The Associated Students
Board of Directors proposed the
new print shop in place of Earth
Toys to help alleviate the sagging success the print shop located on the bottom Boor of the
Student Union, Miramontes
said.
The A.S. board of directors
is banking on the new shop to
lit the old print shop out of the
financial doldrums while simultaneously proving to he a more
y Lible business enterprise than
1-.arth Toys, he said.
The high sisihility of the
new shop is es pecied to attract
inure business. said Paul Lee,
manager ot both A.S. print
shops.
The low visibility of the
original print shop leaves many
SJSII students unaware of its
existence, lee said.
The additional space and
machines of the new store will
allow
expanded
services.
greater copying capacity and
shorter waiting lines. Lee said.
Miramontes said he hoped
the expansion will eventually.
translate into price reduction.
twin 10 cents to five cents
copy.

Students looking for an alternative to parking on campus will find the
free Park and Ride shuttle bus service running again this semester. said
Henry Orbach. traffic and park operations manager.
According to the &MU shuttle
schedule, effective Feb. 25. students
parking at the 12th and Keyes Streets
lot can catch the bus around the corner
on Humboldt Street. The bus will drop
them at the main campus. Students can
catch the bus in front of Sweeney Hall
to return to their cars.
The first bus will leave the Humboldt bus stop at 730 3_111. and continue service until 5:20 p.m. Monday
through Thursday. according to the
shuttle schedule.

lridays, the I irst bus will run at
a.m. and the last bus leaving can, is
will be at 5:20 p.m.. according to the
schedule.
A bus will run from the main
campus to the parking lot at 30-minute
intervals, Orbach said.
During the morning rush between
8 a.m. and 9:30 ant., the bus will run
at 20-niinute intervals. Between I I
a.m. Mill noon the bus will run once.
he said.
The shuttle service will run Mon
day through Friday, but Orbach said
the Friday shuttle may he discontinued
after the Add/Orly period if the on
campus garages do not fill up.

Lined at /th and Humboldt streets had
been closed because of lack of use. he
said. But if the 12th and Keyes lot hecomes too crowded, the second lot will
be re -opened. Orbach said.

[he

Alternative

I ranspt ’nation

Fund and parking tickets are the source
of funding for the 12th and Keyes lot.
which is leased from the city of San
Jose. He said the 7th and Humboldt lot

is owned by the university..
"We get a percentage of tickets...that money is dedicated to promoting alternative transport.’’ Orhach
said.

FOCUS YOUR ENERGY
AT VARIAN

In addition to the one shuttle bus.
the Human Performance bus will also
take shuttle -bus students to and from
campus. Orhach said.
Last semester, a second lot Ie
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Varian is an international Fortune
500 electronics Innovator that focuses
creative energy on finding technological
solutions to diverse real-world problems, and delivers these solutions to the
marketplace.
Bring your energy and academic
training into focus at Varian. In one of
our four operating groups, you might
concentrate on equipment used to form
complex Gallium Arsenide structures,
on continuing advances in microwave
tube technology, on instrumentation for
pollution studies, or on breakthrough
developments in our medical linear
accelerator used to light cancer.

Varian’s San Jose State University
Campus Manager will discuss professional opportunities at our slide presentation on:
Thursday, March 5 1987
at 12:30 p.m. in
Montalvo Room, Student Union.
All are welcome! Please sign up now for
on-campus interviews to be held on:
Friday, March 6.
Contact your campus Career Planning
81 Placement Office, Bldg. Q, for more
information. We are an equal opportunity employer.

fivarian
Focus your energy at Varian and bring your ideas into focus.
Varian Corporate College Relations, 611 Hansen Way, F -I 30-NP Palo Alt0, California 94303

408-298-8422

SJSU Students
Are You Taking The March 21, 1987

In 7,11ays
the Lord
created
heaven
and
earth.

GMAT?
We guarantee you’ll beat the test!

boubn
LSAT GMAT
PROFESSIONAL TESTING CENTER’S

A HARCOURT BRACE JOVANOVICH COMPANY

ANNOUNCES A NEW LOCATION AT
SANTA CLARA UNIVERSITY!
CLASSES START: FEBRUARY 12

CALL COLLECT (415) 441-5600

Give
us 2
more,
and
we’ll get
you your
Guaranteed
Student Loan.
BONUS!

OUR GUARANTEE:
SCORE IN THE TOP 20%
OR TAKE OUR NEXT
COURSE FREE
Los Angeles
11801 West Olympic Boulevard, Los Angeles, California 90064
San Francisco 352 Golden Gate Avenue. San Francisco, California 94102
1407 First Avenue, San Diego, California 92101
San Diego
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